In a high-speed impact, both projectile and target experience an extreme distortion. A simulation in Eulerian formulation is therefore favorized. Contact-impact with Lagragian meshes are also presented. Focused topics here are Lagrangian and Eulerian formulation of a continuum media, plasticity flow, material separation due to failure or penetration, contact algorithm, 1-point integrated elements for computational time performance.
Introduction
High 
Eulerian Formulation
During the material time derivative is used in the standard Lagrangian formulation, the spatial time derivative is applied in the Eulerian formulation.
In other words, a Lagrange mesh moves with the material as an Eulerian mesh keeps fixed in the space letting pass the material through its cells. Here a compact review of that part of continuum mechanics is presented. If interested, a broad variety of good resources is available, i.e. 1) 2) 3) and others.
For an arbitrary solution variable 0, the relation between the material and the spatial time derivatives is (1) (2) where 4 is a flux function and S is a source. The operator split method splits eq. (2) into two equations, namely (3) and (4) These equations are solved sequentially. The solution of eq. (3), which is advanced in time, is used. In eq. (4) the first term of left-hand side is a dummy value, since it's solved by keeping the time stopped.
Lagrangian Formulation
Equation (3) is the so-called Lagrangian step. So, the mass, momentum and energy conservation are solved in this step ( 
Eulerian Advective
Step Equation (4) is often called the advective, convective or Eulerian step. This represents the material transport through the cells of the fixed Euler mesh. In the operator splitting method Eqs. (3) and (4) are solved sequentially. In order to extend existing traditional Lagrange FEM codes to an Eulerian formulation in a convenient way, practical-to-implement finite difference subroutines have been focused here. In this hydrocode, a monotonic, second order, cellcentered algorithm has been programmed for cellcentered solution variables, while a modification has been done for the momentum advection, which is vertex-centered.
In this case. the vertex-centered momentum will be averaged to a cell-centered momentum, which is advected with the same algorithm for cell-centered variables. A final step is required, namely to extrapolate the cell-centered results to a vertex-centered ones 14)15) 16) After the Lagrangian step, the deformed mesh is remeshed to the original place easily by setting nodal coordinates back. Here, it important to remember that the deformed mesh is not allow to have longer deformations than the element size. The Courant time step control method must take care of this.
Here the second order Van Leer's MUSCL (monotone upwind schemes for conservation laws) method is implemented. MUSCL method is a one-dimensional transport algorithm. In logically meshes the onedimensional advection is carried out along the mesh lines.
A solution variable f-k of a element k is advected to f+k using following algorithm (11) where ƒ³ values are fluxes. (12) where vj is the velocity at nodal velocity at node j. values are calculated by (13) where the suffix + and -represent the variable values from the right and left side, respectively. The slope S is then (14) where a regular equidistant mesh is assumed. A extension for non-equidistant meshes is already done by many other authors.
3.
Time
Step Control (16) where Ae is the element area and dmax is the maximal distance between nodes. For hexahedras, V, is the element volume and Amax is the biggest area of the hexahedras's sides.
The element wavespeed is (17) where E, v and p are the young modulus, the Poisson ratio and density, respectively. The trial stress is purely elastic (18) The deviatoric part is then (19) The von Misses stress is (20) If A •ƒR2n then 
where M is the number of materials present in the element and fm is the element filling rate of each material m. The simplest mixture theory, also called the mean strain rate mixture theory, is favorized because of its simplicity and robustness even for high pressures and strain rates 13) 
Element Rank
The element rank is defined by the number of nodes multiplicated by the number of degree of freedom each node. The proper element rank is defined by the element rank minus the number of rigid-body motions.
For two dimensional calculations, a quadrilateral 4-node element has the proper rank of five as shown in Then it is obviously that the rate-of-deformation in Equation 40 vanishes for ex. This produces the xhourglass because of the motion in x-direction. Figure  4 shows a mesh in hourglass mode of deformation. 
The hourglass parameter CQ is calculated by (44) Notice that CQ is a not true material constant, it is normalized to provide good results for any geometry and any material. Belytschko and Bindeman (1991) selected CQ so the maximum eigenvalue of the stabilization stiffness is scaled to the maximum eigenvalue of the under-integrated stiffness. The recommended values for as are about 0.1 1).
Anyway this value does not avoid hourglass for complete. In cases where the date is rich of hourglass mode, it is difficult to suppress the hourglass mode even with large values of the stabilization parameter. Point loads for example are often causing hourglassing. In cases where hourglass mode appears inexplicably and there is no solution for a stabilization, it is better to switch to a fully integrated element in those sub-domain where it appears. The Taylor impact bar is famous because of its sensibility against hourglassing, volumetric locking and contact forces. As shown in Fig. 5 none of these problems occurs which confirms the well-working of the hourglass control and penalty method.
Tube Impact Test
A tube of 100cm radius and 10cm thickness impacts down with 50m/s onto a rigid foundation which is modeled by one element. The tube model uses plane strain elements. Deformation plots by 0, 5, 10 and 15 milliseconds are shown in fig. 6 . Both, no hourglassing occurs and a clean contact demonstration is reached. The penalty method shows here also no penetration. is visible. Material properties of the impact tube are listed in table 3. 
Conclusion
Computational results have shown the success of present contact-impact procedure. The quality of these numerical results match well with references . A remarkable computational time performance has been reached by implementing 1-point quadrature elements with physical hourglass control method, keeping good accuracy and avoiding hourglassing. J2 flow plasticity theory with radial return method has shown once more its suitability to metal plasticity . Further, results showed the robustness of the penalty method for contact problems in Lagrangian meshes as well the implemented mixture theory for Eulerian meshes .
Here is shown the suitability of Eulerian hydrocodes for high-speed contact-impact problems , where high pressures and strain rates are well simulated by using Johnson-Cook material model. Eulerian hydrocodes allow automatically new free-surface creation and solve the problem of mesh distortion. However, other methods, specially smooth particle hydrodynamics are shown in the literature as very promising.
